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My name is Gale A. Brewer and I am the Manhattan Borough President. Thank you to
Chair Williams and to members of the Committee on Housing and Buildings for the opportunity
to testify today.
When I was Council Member of District 6 on the Upper West Side, Mitchell-Lama
developments exited the program one after another. Of the 24 Mitchell-Lama developments that
were built within District 6, only 10 remain in the program today. At the height of the MitchellLama program in the 1980s, the borough of Manhattan had 93 co-op and rental developments in
the program. Today, we are down to half that number—only 46 Mitchell-Lama developments
remain according to data from the NYU Furman Center’s SHIP database.
Even though the circumstances surrounding each Mitchell-Lama exit are different, the
program’s most common challenges can be grouped via the type and current status of a
development. In the past two years as Manhattan Borough President, I have worked with
buildings that fall into each of these groups.
Co-ops Exiting the Mitchell-Lama Program
Southbridge Towers, Lower Manhattan
Southbridge Towers is a 1,651-unit complex located in the prime real estate area of
Lower Manhattan near the Brooklyn Bridge. In September 2014, shareholders voted—by only a
10-vote margin—in favor of exiting the Mitchell-Lama Program.1 The vote met the two-thirds
requirement for privatization. Since Mitchell-Lamas that have been in the program for over 20
years are eligible to exit, Southbridge Towers’ supervising agency, NYS Homes and Community
Renewal (“HCR”), had no authority to stop the privatization.
The exit put an end to tax abatements that Southbridge Tower received as Mitchell-Lama
housing. In exchange, shareholders now have the opportunity to sell their units at market rate.
For families who do not want to move, remaining at Southbridge Towers means steep
maintenance increases needed to cover the difference between $1.64 million of property taxes
per year with abatements to over $8 million per year after privatization. Regardless of how long
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The exit was delayed due to an Article 78 proceeding filed against NYS Homes and Community Renewal by some
of the shareholders, challenging the legitimacy of the vote. In August 2015, the NYS Supreme Court ruled in favor
of HCR, upholding the shareholder vote to exit Mitchell-Lama as valid.

current shareholders and/or their children remain in their units, every unit will inevitably lose
affordability at the moment of its next sale.
Westview Apartments, Roosevelt Island
Westview Apartments, a 361-unit development located at 595-625 Main Street on
Roosevelt Island, is in the process of withdrawing from the Mitchell-Lama Program. It is the last
remaining Mitchell-Lama development on Roosevelt Island after two other developments exited
Mitchell-Lama within the past few years. Like its Roosevelt Island counterparts, upon
privatization, Westview Apartments will convert into a co-op. Even though Westview is
currently a rental, the prospect of co-op homeownership for current residents provided the
impetus for tenants who plan to purchase their units to support privatization.2 Another reason
that residents want to privatize is to fund the development’s capital improvement needs, which
tenants expect to secure from initial unit sales.
Non-purchasing tenants face a 14.9% initial rent increase upon co-op conversion, and
while an Affordability Plan negotiated by the owner and HCR, the supervising agency, outlines
future rent increases in accordance with Rent Guidelines Board plus an additional percentage
based on a household’s AMI level, the protection only applies to existing tenants. Once vacated,
these units will be sold as market-rate co-op apartments.
Problem: Though privatization of Mitchell-Lama co-ops is rare—only seven percent have exited
the program compared with over half among former Mitchell-Lama rentals3—the loss of
affordability is immediate: shareholders become owners of market-rate apartments that can be
sold at any time. Renters in developments that convert into co-ops do not have the same level of
protection as Mitchell-Lamas that privatize as rentals.
Action Needed: Mitchell-Lama co-ops were never intended to become private co-ops. The 20year provision for program exit was added to the program as an incentive to attract developers to
build Mitchell-Lama rentals.4 If the City or State pursues a new limited-equity homeownership
program for moderate-income households, all units must be permanently affordable, with no
provision for privatization.
Co-ops Deteriorating
Gouveneur Gardens, a Mitchell-Lama co-op in the Lower East Side, consists of six
buildings that are over 60 years old and operating with antiquated water main and piping
infrastructures. The development has $7–$8 million of capital improvement needs, ranging from
old water tanks to cracked sidewalks and parking lot surface, and deteriorated park space.
Gouveneur Gardens has already taken on $350,000 of financing with NYC Housing
Development Corporation (“HDC”) to repair its stairwells and corridors and is still repaying this
loan. With aging buildings, a depleting reserve, and limited capacity to take on new debt,
Gouveneur Gardens does not have the resources to fund much needed repairs.
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Members of the Westview Task Force, who worked with Westview's owner and HCR on the co-op conversion's
offering plan, informed Assembly Member Seawright, State Senator Serrano's office, and my office that a survey
conducted among Westview residents yielded "big majority" support for privatization.
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Reinventing the Mitchell-Lama Housing Program, Tom Waters and Victor Bach, Community Services Society of
New York, April 2015, p. 1.
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Ibid., p. 4.
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Problem: New York City’s Mitchell-Lama housing stock is aging. Capital grants are rare, and
tax exemption programs such as J-51 can reduce a development’s tax burden but does not
provide upfront resources for Mitchell-Lamas to perform the eligible capital improvements. For
buildings already receiving financing with HDC or the State’s Housing Finance Agency, taking
on additional debt will make monthly maintenance unaffordable—especially as a co-op’s
tenancy ages and become reliant on fixed income.
Action Needed: The Administration’s goal of reaching 200,000 units of affordable housing
includes preserving 120,000 existing units. In the past, City Council Reso A money and Borough
Presidents’ capital grants—funds that can be awarded to eligible Mitchell-Lamas—were
structured as forgivable loans as long as resources are used toward building or preserving
affordable housing. Maintaining Mitchell-Lama co-op units is preservation. HPD must make
forgivable loans available again to fund affordable housing preservation, including MitchellLamas.
Former Co-ops Losing Affordability
West Village Houses, a privatized co-op that used to be a Mitchell-Lama rental, was
granted a J-51 tax abatement upon co-op conversion. When the abatement expires in 2018, West
Village Houses’ property taxes will increase from $500,000 per year to an expected $6 million
per year. It also means that units will be released from regulation and can be sold at market rate.
Affordability can be extended via a new Regulatory Agreement tied to additional tax abatement
or exemption. This will require the co-op Board’s buy-in and shareholders’ willingness to delay
their ability to sell their units at market price.
Those who will be most impacted beginning 2018 are about 40 units of remaining
renters. These are families who could not afford to buy their units at the time of co-op conversion
and were unable to subsequently purchase. My office is working closely with Council Member
Johnson and staff from Congressman Nadler, State Senator Hoylman, Assembly Member Glick,
as well as HPD, to keep as many renters in their homes as possible.
Problem: West Village Houses illustrates why affordable housing must be permanent. Timelimited Regulatory Agreement and tenant protection plans only delay the inevitable. After 12
years (as in West Village Houses’ case), or even 35 or 50 years, the end result will still be a
complete loss of affordability for all units, and the most vulnerable tenants will have nowhere to
go.
Action Needed: I urge HPD, HDC, HCR, HUD, the AG’s Office, and agencies at all levels of
government to pursue outside-the-box uses of existing financing tools to help preserve the
affordability of current and former Mitchell-Lamas. I understand that HPD and the AG’s Office
have worked on several “cond-op” deals—keeping units in a co-op under affordability and tax
exemption via a Regulatory Agreement, while shareholders adamant about selling their units at
market are carved out of the agreement and are assessed full property taxes. Instead of taking
whole developments out of affordability, can a cond-op idea be applied to current or former
Mitchell-Lamas? I am also a strong proponent of partnering with nonprofit developers and CDCs
to preserve affordable housing. For example, HPD can facilitate the pooling together of housing
subsidies so that mission-driven developers can purchase the shares of a co-op’s rental units and
manage the units as affordable housing. HPD and other agencies have the financing tools. They
must use them creatively to maintain the affordability of all housing.
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Rentals Exiting
Lakeview Apartments, a 446-unit, 4-building development with two of its towers
overseeing Central Park North and the Harlem Meer (the “lake” view) along Fifth Avenue
between E 106th and E 107th Streets, is the last remaining Mitchell-Lama rental in East Harlem.
In September 2014, Lakeview’s Tenants Association President informed me that its new owner,
a developer based in Portland, ME, plans to privatize Lakeview. The owner does not believe
remaining in Mitchell-Lama is viable for Lakeview, which has an estimated $25–$30 million of
capital improvement needs. I have been working with Assembly Members Keith Wright and
Robert Rodriguez, and with HUD, HCR and HPD, on how to keep Lakeview in Mitchell-Lama.
Problem: For Mitchell-Lamas located in prime neighborhoods such as Lakeview, existing
subsidies are not attractive to owners who expect to profit from lucrative units like Lakeview’s
top-floor, 4-bedroom apartments overlooking Central Park. Currently, HUD provides Enhanced
Housing Choice Section 8 Vouchers to households at 95% AMI or lower, subsidizing the
difference between 30% of a household’s income toward rent and the HUD-approved market
rate. The State’s Rental Assistance Demonstration Program subsidizes differences between rent
paid and rent charged, but the price ceiling is often lower than free market rent. Financing via
Article XI requires preserving two-thirds of the units as affordable. To Lakeview’s owner, only
Enhanced Vouchers match the level of rental income he expects to earn in free market rent.
Action Needed: Same as Mitchell-Lama co-ops, I am calling for permanent affordability for
rental developments should a new moderate-income program similar to Mitchell-Lama be
created. Supervising agencies such as HPD and HCR must also be diligent in enforcing MitchellLama program requirements while a development is still in the program. Lakeview did not
accumulate $30 million of capital needs overnight—scaffolding around the development has
been in place for over 12 years. In cases where previous mismanagement has increased the coast
of keeping buildings like Lakeview affordable, HPD and HCR must strengthen enforcement and
monitor all Mitchell-Lamas’ financial health, management compliance including the
administration of wait lists, and intervene with corrective action plans and fines when owners are
in violation.
Rentals Losing Affordability
My office has worked with at least three Mitchell-Lama rentals that faced steep rent
increases within the past year and a half.
Tenants from Independence House, a 120-unit Mitchell-Lama rental located at 176 West
94th Street on the Upper West Side, faced a three-year rent increase proposal that would raise
their rent by 45%. The owner justified the steep increase by claiming higher operating costs and
an anticipated jump in real estate taxes with the NYC Department of Finance’s new way of
assessing taxes on commercial units. Tenants were not initially aware of their right to re-evaluate
the owner’s proposal. Congressman Nadler, Council Member Rosenthal, and my office assisted
the TA to retain a CPA, approved by HPD and paid for by the owner as permitted under
Mitchell-Lama rules.5 The TA also secured pro bono legal representation from the Legal Aid
Society. After evaluating the owner’s rent increase proposal, the CPA determined that
Independence House has under-realized revenue sources from warehoused units, and has undercharged commercial rents that would more than cover the proposed rent increase.
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Title 28, §3-10(h)(1), Rules of the City of New York.
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Tanya Towers, a Mitchell-Lama rental complex located at 620 East 13th Street in the
East Village, has 50 set-aside units for the elderly and the hearing impaired. On June 2, 2015,
Tanya Towers residents were notified by the management company that it has filed for a 28%
rent increase with HUD, and that the increase would take effect starting in July. However, as a
city-supervised Mitchell-Lama, the management did not follow proper procedure to apply for the
rent increase, and HPD later confirmed to my office that Tanya Towers residents would not have
their rents go up on July 1. Understanding that tenants were confused due to inaccurate
information disseminated by the management company, I sent notice to each apartment to
explain management’s error and to inform tenants of their rights should a rent increase proposal
be filed with HPD in the future.
Tenants of Clinton Towers, a Mitchell-Lama rental located at 790 11th Avenue, are
facing a 20% rent increase. While modest increases may be necessary to cover rises in operating
expenses, an estimated 5% of the units in Clinton Towers have been left vacant, and the
development has a commercial storefront that has been left vacant for two years at a loss of
$5,627 per month, or $67,524 per year. HPD should take all of Clinton Towers’ potential
revenue streams and potential cost savings into consideration when assessing the rent increase
request.
Problem: In all three cases cited above, if the tenants or elected officials had done nothing, rent
increases would have moved forward upon the supervising agency’s signoff (illegally, in Tanya
Towers’ case). I appreciate the dedication and commitment to preserving affordable housing by
Assistant Commissioner Julie Walpert and Director Gary Sloman at HPD’s preservation
division, but a critical problem remains: tenants are often uninformed of their rights and options
when faced with news of a pending rent increase.
Action Needed: These cases demonstrate the benefits of technical assistance and professional
support in challenging a rent increase. The Administration has allocated $46 million in the
current fiscal year and a proposed $61.8 million in the next fiscal year for legal aid and tenant
protection services. The city must also raise awareness among Mitchell-Lama renters about the
availability of legal, professional, and tenant organizing assistance for them.
Other Issues
I have identified two other key issues that affect Mitchell-Lama residents. First, HPD
appears to have stopped adding names to shareholder stock certificates. While I understand that
this prevents violation of the Mitchell-Lama wait list policy by adding relatives or friends as an
owner ahead of other households, exceptions must be made to allow for special cases such as
when a family member was mistakenly left out of the stock certificate at the time of purchase.
Second, some of Housing Choice Voucher tenants of former Mitchell-Lama
developments still face the issue of downsizing. While I am glad that HPD has stopped all
downsizing of single-person households from one-bedroom apartments to studios, HPD
continues to downsize families by assigning smaller apartments based on the calculation of two
people to a bedroom. Over the past year, I have raised concerns about this policy, for example,
mixed-gender teenaged siblings forced to share a bedroom when the family’s religious beliefs
prohibit this kind of room sharing. HPD enacted downsizing in 2012 as a cost-saving measure.
Today, there is no longer a federal funding shortfall for HPD’s Section 8 programs. I urge the
City Council to require HPD to produce a summary of actual cost savings from downsizing to
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date—something I and my colleagues have repeatedly asked for. The policy needs to be
examined against its financial benefits – i.e., HPD’s justification for the downsizing program.
Summary
New York City’s Mitchell-Lama housing stock remains a consistent source of affordable
housing for moderate-income families. Unfortunately, the provision to exit the program led to
the loss of affordability for tens of thousands of units that have been privatized. Any future
limited-equity housing program must contain 100% permanently affordable units. For existing
Mitchell-Lamas:


City and State oversight agencies must monitor Mitchell-Lama developments for
compliance in financial reporting, wait list administration and apartment allocation, and
contracting, intervening with corrective action where necessary;



City, State, and Federal agencies’ subsidies and financing options must match the reality
of New York City’s real estate market: subsidies should offer enough of an incentive for
owners to stay in the program, and financing should not overburden a development;



HPD and HCR, along with other agencies, should employ available subsidy and
financing tools creatively to preserve affordability for a maximum number of units;



Mitchell-Lama renters must be provided with information and resources on how to
organize, understand their rights, and how to secure professional services when faced
with rent increases; and



HPD policies that negatively impact Mitchell-Lama residents, such as downsizing and
changes to stock certificate guidelines, must be evaluated individually and take each
case’s unique circumstances into consideration.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.
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